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Abstract. Urban design is moving towards space sharing in order to increase the
community texture and safety of street surroundings. However, there is a need
for a simulation tool capable of representing future shared space schemes to help
judging the designs under which shared space design is a suitable alternative to
traditional street designs. This paper presents a microscopic mathematical model
that is used a traffic simulation tool capable to represem main behaviors of pedes-
trians and cars in any shared space layout. This is achieved by generating a route
map which helps agents to find the shortest path towards their target destinations
on the strategic level. On the operational level, the Social Force Model (SFM)
is used and extended for a mixed traffic to produce feasible trajectories. The tra-
jectory results are presented to give a face-validation of the functionality of the
shared space simulation model.
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1 Introduction
Shared space is about changing the way streets function through reducing the dom-
inance of vehicles. This is often obtained through the use of a shared surface street,
which itself aims at integrated space use [3]. Shared space allocates more degrees of
freedom to its traffic participants. As a result of this increased freedom, traffic engi-
neers became concerned about ensuring safe and efficient movement of pedestrians and
drivers in these shared schemes. Computer modeling does permit an approach towards
an operational field evaluation for future shared space designs while describing the
behavior of traffic participants. A combination of two traffic systems requires way of
finding the path to a destination between different traffic modes, handling social inter-
actions through the shared area and also the propulsion typical for each mode. Many
theoretical models have been proposed so as to uncover the laws which govern both
vehicle traffic as well as pedestrian dynamics [17], [5], [2]. In regards to the analysis of
pedestrian behavior using methods from physics, the Social Force Model (SFM) is one
of the most discussed models on the microscopic level [15], [13], [16]. The SFM has the
potential to describe gap acceptance behaviour emergently. It offers the possibility of a
unified theory that can explain both vehicle and pedestrian movement, both separately
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and in interaction with each other.
A literature review on mixed traffic is given in Section 2. The main behavior of shared
space users is explained based on social forces in Section 3. The shortest path to the des-
tination is generated based on the flood fill algorithm for each shared space user here
(Section 4). Finally, Section 5 illustrates the ability of the mathematical model through
qualitative examination of the performed simulations.
2 Background
Concerning mixed pedestrian-vehicle flows over a network, limited numbers of studies
have been reported in the literature. Among pedestrian and vehicle interaction models,
Helbing [8] formulated and analyzed the interaction of pedestrians with vehicles on
the crossing sections and Jiang [11] explored a lattice gas model in order to study the
vehicle and pedestrian flows in a narrow channel. The pedestrian traffic is studied in
[10], [1] using VISSIM and vehicle and pedestrian modes are operated independently
and controlled by the traffic signals at potential conflicting areas. Apart from shared
space scenarios, the interaction of pedestrians and vehicles was modeled on the micro-
scopic level by using the SFM for pedestrian behavior, the single track model for car
dynamics and a game theoretic force for solving conflicts in [14].
This paper addresses modeling mixed traffic environments with the use of the SFM.
Social forces are used for both pedestrian and car dynamics. The SFM is formulated in
such a way that shared space users avoid collisions and interruptions within their per-
sonal space. Simulations of the SFM show that it is essential to integrate a shortest path
algorithm in order to model a human-like behavior. Potential field methods [12] and
related path modification methods [4] have been a popular choice, due to their relative
ease and effectiveness at coordinating motion. A distance map based on a combination
of Manhattan Metric and Chessboard Metric is used in this paper to navigate shared
space users into the direction of the shortest path to their goal according to the infras-
tructure of the environment.
3 A Microscopic Model for Shared Space Users
The microscopic model presented in this section is based on Helbing’s SFM [7]. The
new arrangement of a shared space environment integrating vehicles is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The sum of the force terms exerted to a car γ from a pedestrian α , a boundary b
and another vehicle δ can be seen in Equation 1. The last term is a random fluctuation
force exerted to the sum of the forces to show the velocity fluctuation due to diverse
behaviors. Each summand will be explained in the following sections.
dvγ(t)
dt
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Fig. 1: Force Terms Exerted to a Car from a Pedestrian/Car/Boundary
3.1 Driving Force
The driving force of a car is similar to the one applied for pedestrians as this force term
describes the motivation to move towards a certain destination. The driver γ is assumed
to move in a desired direction e0γ with a desired speed v
0
γ that is adapted to the actual





The desired direction e0γ above points into the direction of the shortest path to the desti-
nation. This is achieved by calculating a distance map that is explained in Section 4.
3.2 Interaction Forces Considering the Geometric Model of Cars
Shared space layouts are aiming to make a smooth traffic flow through reducing the
stop and go behavior. Drivers try adapting to the behavior of other shared space users.
Any deviation from their path to their destination is mainly due to collision avoiding
interactions. The interaction between a car γ , either with another car (U = δ ) or with
a pedestrian (X = α) is described in Equation 3. The socio-psychological force fsocγU is
to keep a certain distance from nearby users. The deceleration force fdecγα is to cover
the follow-the-leader behavior of drivers if a car is faster than a leading car within a
close distance. Assuming no physical contact, vehicles do not get closer than a certain
distance to another agent. Hence, no physical force is included.





To describe the socio-psychological force fsocγU , an exponential function is applied to
reflect the role of distance. The repulsive force increases when agents get closer and it
will almost vanish when they move far away from each other.
fsocγU = AγU e
rγU−dγU
BγU nγU FγU (4)
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The nγU is the normalized vector pointing from another user (car or pedestrian) to
the car γ . AγU and BγU are constant parameters that indicate interaction strength and
interaction range of the repulsive force fsocγU . dγU is the distance between the center of
agents, and rγU is the sum of their radii. Since the form factor and the radii are different
from the one for pedestrians, these factors are redefined.
Determination of the Sum of Radii: Contrary to a circular specification for a pedes-
trian in the SFM, an ellipse with radius rγ is modeled for a car (Figure 2). The radius
rγ depends on the angle ϕγU between the desired direction of a car and the direction of
the close-by pedestrian or car who is exerting a force. The radius of the ellipse rγ(ϕγU )









In Equation 5, 2l and 2w are assumed to be the average length and width of a modeled
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Fig. 2: Vehicle Modeling using a Geometrical Approximation of an Ellipse
car. The sum of the radii is rγU = rγ +rU and dγU is the distance between the center of a
car γ and another shared space user (car or pedestrian). The form factor FγU (Equation 6)
is used only to consider the anisotropic behavior of human beings. Considering that a
car movement is restricted to change of direction, and lateral movement is not possible,
an effective field of view is included in this form factor. In addition, there is a difference
between a pedestrian and a car following another car since the leading car driver will








q is the ’effective factor’ that will distinguish between a car-pedestrian or a car-car in-
teraction. The driver’s view angle is compared to the effective field of view in Figure 3.
Car-following Feature: The deceleration force fdecγδ in Equation 3 is considered for
drivers in the same direction of movement within a certain distance to adopt the behav-
ior of the leading car. The social force fsocγδ is assigned zero in this case.
The deceleration force fdecγ−1,γ is defined in Equation 7 [9] and its magnitude depends
on the distance between cars dγδ considering the velocity dependence safe distance
d(vγ δ ), velocity differences ∆vγδ and braking time τ´γ .
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−[ dγδ−d(vγ )Bγδ ].p, where
{
Θ(∆vγδ ) = 1, if(vγ > vδ )
Θ(∆vγδ ) = 0, otherwise
(7)
The angle between the desired direction of a driver γ and the desired direction of the
driver in front of him δ determines whether their movements are confluent or opposed.
Therefore, the deceleration force is only included (p = 1) in the sum of the forces when∣∣ϕγδ ∣∣  10o or ∣∣ϕγδ +ϕδγ −180∣∣ ≺ 10o. Otherwise, p = 0 and the social force will
result in collision avoidance behavior.
The interaction between cars and boundaries/obstacles is described by considering that
cars are not expected to have any physical contact with boundaries or obstacles. An
expression similar to Equation 4 is defined to avoid car accidents.
3.3 Relation between Steering Angle and Moving Velocity
As mentioned in Section 3.2, vehicles have restricted lateral movement. These limi-
tations are included within the model. Regarding pedestrians, the angle of movement








), but also the angle of
steering is limited. As shown in Figure 4a, the limitation function can be described as





is called the steering angle. This function is
assumed based on obsereved behaviors. Figure 4b illustrates the same concept in polar
coordinates and Equation 1 gives the resulting angle of movement and the velocity by
computing vγ(t). So, it is necessary to constrain Equation 1. The steering angle ψ is




3.4 SFM Adjustment and Extension for Pedestrians
Since the original SFM [6] only considers forces exerted by pedestrians and obstacles
onto other pedestrians, forces exerted by vehicles onto pedestrians need to be included
as well. The existence of cars in a shared space environment is expressed by a new
socio-repulsive force fαγ term from cars to a pedestrian (Equation 8). This new force
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(a) Velocity versus Steering Angle
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(b) Steering Manoeuvres in Polar
Coordinates
Fig. 4: Vehicle Velocity versus Steering Angle
explains the most important interaction behavior of a pedestrian keeping a certain dis-
tance to the nearby car since no physical interaction should occur.
dvα(t)
dt







Similar to the interaction force between pedestrians in the Social Force Model, an expo-
nential function is applied to pedestrian α to represent the influence of distance between
the pedestrian and the close-by car γ as
fsocαγ = Aαγ e
rαγ−dαγ
Bαγ nαγ Fαγ , (9)
where rαγ = rα + rγ ; dαγ is the distance between the center of pedestrian α and car γ;
nαγ is the normalized vector from car γ to pedestrian α . The form factor Fαγ is also set
similar to Equation 6 to explain the anisotropic behavior of pedestrian α when facing
car γ .
4 Desired Direction of Movement by Distance Map
The direction of the desired velocity is meant to be equivalent to the direction of the
shortest path to the destination avoiding obstacles. A distance potential field is calcu-
lated by the flood fill algorithm for agents’ navigation. The floor area is divided into
cells of size 15x15 cm2. Agents move to one of the eight neighboring cells with the
closest distance to the target in each time step. This is achieved by calculating the flood
fills based on a combination of Manhattan metric DM and Chessboard metric DC [12]:





DM = ∑i |δxi|+∑i |δyi|
DC = ∑i max(|δxi| , |δyi|)
Dm = DM−DC
(10)
5 Simulation and Results
This section simulates the presented model to show the behavior of drivers and pedes-
trians with the car-following feature and the applied distance map. The scenario in
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Figure 5 show the influence of the deceleration force fdecγδ explained in Section 3.2. The
interaction force improves the driver behavior in regards to the leading car. Figure 6
illustrates the influence of the distance map on pedestrian route choice behavior based
on the flood fill algorithm. The pedestrian therefore chooses a more human-like route
after generating a distance map.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: Snapshot of a Driver’s Path with the Influence of (a) Social Force (SF) and
(b) Deceleration Force (DC): The moving direction of the cars is from top to bottom
whereas a pedestrian crosses from left to right.
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Ζδϴϧ ϪϨϴϬΑ Ϣϫ εϭέ Ϧϳ΍ Ϊη ϪΘϔ̳ ϼΒϗ Ϫ̯ έϮτϧΎϤϫ ϪΘΒϟ΍
Ζγ΍̶ϠϤϋϭϩΩΎγΎϣ΍(a) Without Route Map
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Ζδϴϧ ϪϨϴϬΑ Ϣϫ εϭέ Ϧϳ΍ Ϊη ϪΘϔ̳ ϼΒϗ Ϫ̯ έϮτϧΎϤϫ ϪΘΒϟ΍
Ζγ΍̶ϠϤϋϭϩΩΎγΎϣ΍
(b) With Route Map
Fig. 6: Obstacle Avoidance and Way-finding Simulation
6 Conclusions and Future Work
The main contribution of this paper is the integration of the car-following model and a
shortest path algorithm into the SFM. By merging these models, shared space dynamics
can be modeled and simulated. The experimental results show that the flood fill algo-
rithm is effective and a feasible option for improving the path planning of the SFM as
it provides a more human-like route-choice behavior. The mathematical model is flexi-
ble and includes the main interaction factors between drivers and pedestrians in mixed
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traffic environments. For future applications, this model should be calibrated based on
real data comparison.
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